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electronic
voting 
research 
results



DRE:
widely deployed



DRE:
deeply flawed

☣



DRE:
on the way out...?

⏏



voters
prefer 
electronic 
voting
Greene et al. Is newer always better? The 
usability of electronic voting machines 
versus traditional methods. CHI ’08.



legitimate benefits

accessibility

feedback

flexibility

(satisfaction)



can we make a better DRE?

“better” = ?



minimized software stack

less code to audit → more practical software audits

resistance to failure & tampering

prevent or minimize data loss

tamper-evidence

if resistance is futile

verifiability

cast-as-intended; counted-as-cast

goals



VOTEBOX



talk outline
the problem with DREs

software independence

the design of VoteBox

trustworthiness, reliability, tamper-evidence, verifiability

implementation notes

on writing evil code

conclusion



software 
independence



software independence
briefly,

an undetected system problem cannot create an 
undetectable change in the results

how?

paper—directly inspect the ballot before casting

electronic—?

current DREs fail this test miserably



toward
software independence
for DREs



techniques



reduce the trusted 
computing base



keep
audit logs

believable



cryptography



non-technique:

“ logic &
 accuracy testing”



system
 design



       for the VoteBox project

minimized software stack

resistance to failure & tampering

tamper-evidence

verifiability

DRE user experience

goals



techniques
used in VoteBox

1. PRUI: pre-rendered user interfaces

DRE user experience; minimized software stack

2. AUDITORIUM: network layer

resistance to failure; tamper-evidence

3. immediate ballot challenge

verifiability



PRUI pre-rendered user interfaces

very restricted graphics API

blit(bitmap, x, y)

next_event() → keyboard or (x, y) input

what’s not here?

windowing system; widgets; fonts & text rendering

inspiration: Pvote

pioneering work on PRUI in e-voting

[Yee, EVT ’06 & ’07]







…where the pre-rendering happens

VoteBox ballot creator



AUDITORIUM
even honest voting 
machines fail!

we can’t trust voting 
machines with critical 
election data

at least, not without 
redundancy



SUPERVISOR

BOOTH

the AUDITORIUM polling place network

joins all voting machines together

all election events are signed and broadcast

each broadcast is logged by every machine

AUDITORIUM

encrypted cast ballot

authorization to cast a ballot
on votebox booth #4

Sandler and Wallach. Casting votes in the Auditorium. EVT’07.



hash chains
key ingredient in AUDITORIUM

every signed broadcast includes SHA(earlier events)

we can now reason about our audit logs

provable ordering & completeness of the record

…crucial in the voting context

query the log at runtime or offline

Sandler et al. Finding the evidence in tamper-evident logs. SADFE ’08.



cryptography
recall our verifiability goal

cast as intended, counted as cast

ballot discussion

1. structure

2. encryption scheme

3. tallying

4. challenge procedure



cast ballot representation
a list of counters, one per candidate

e.g., for one race with three candidates:

  ballot  =  (a, b, c)                         a, b, c  ∈  { 0, 1 }

ballots may therefore be summed

  tally  =  ∑ balloti  =  (∑ ai , ∑ bi , ∑ ci) 



encryption

ballots should be encrypted

…of course!

preserving the secrecy of the ballot
from the voter to the tabulator



tabulating 
encrypted ballots
two basic approaches

mixnets

randomize the order of ballots
before decrypting & summing

homomorphic encryption

sum without decrypting individual ballots

E(x) ⨀ E(y) = E(x + y)
…this is what we use



Additively homomorphic El Gamal

f, g group generators

c  plaintext (counter)

r  random (chosen at encryption time)

a  (private) ecryption key 

ga (public) encryption key

structure needs not be organized into races or contests;
it is simply an opaque list of choice values. We define
each element as an integer (rather than a bit) so that bal-
lots can be homomorphically combined. That is, ballots
A = (a0, a1, . . .) and B = (b0, b1, . . .) can be summed to-
gether to produce a third ballot S = (a0 + b0, a1 + b1, . . .),
whose elements are the total number of votes for each
choice.3

Homomorphic encryption of counters. V!"#B!$ uses
an El Gamal variant that is additively homomorphic to en-
crypt ballots before they are cast. Each element of the
tuple is independently encrypted. The encryption and de-
cryption functions are defined as follows:

E(c, r, ga) = !gr, (ga)r f c"

D(!gr, gar f c", a) =
gar f c

(gr)a

D(!gr, gar f c", r) =
gar f c

(ga)r

where f and g are group generators, c is the plaintext
counter, r is randomly generated at encryption time, a is
the decryption key, and ga is the public encryption key.
To decrypt, a party needs either a or r in order to con-
struct gar. (gr, which is given as the first element of the
cipher tuple, can be raised to a, or ga, which is the public
encryption key, can be raised to r.) After constructing gar,
the decrypting party should divide the second element of
the cipher tuple by this value, resulting in f c.

To recover the counter’s actual value c, we must invert
the discrete logarithm f c, which of course is di!cult. As
is conventional in such a situation, we accelerate this task
by precomputing a reverse mapping of f x # x for 0 <
x $ M (for some large M) so that for expected integral
values of c the search takes constant time. (We fall back
to a linear search, starting at M+1, if c is not in the table.)

We now show that our encryption function is additively
homomorphic by showing that when two ciphers are mul-
tiplied, their corresponding counters are added:

E(c1, r1) % E(c2, r2) = !gr1 , gar1 f c1" % !gr2 , gar2 f c2"
= !gr1+r2 , ga(r1+r2) f c1+c2"

Immediate ballot challenge. To allow the voter to ver-
ify that her ballot was cast as intended, we need some way
to prove to the voter that the encrypted cipher published
in the A%&'"!('%) log represents the choices she actually
made. This is, of course, a contentious issue wrought with
negative human factors implications.

We term our solution to the first requirement of end-to-
end verifiability “immediate ballot challenge,” borrowing

an idea from Benaloh [4]. A voter should be able (on
any arbitrary ballot) to challenge the machine to produce
a proof that the ballot was cast as intended. Of course,
because these challenges generally force the voting ma-
chine to reveal information that would compromise the
anonymity of the voter, challenged ballots must be dis-
carded and not counted in the election. A malicious vot-
ing system now has no knowledge of which ballots will
be challenged, so it must either cast them all correctly or
risk being caught if it misbehaves.

Our implementation of this idea is as follows. Before
a voter has committed to her vote, in most systems, she
is presented with a final confirmation page which o"ers
two options: (1) go back and change selections, or (2)
commit the vote. Our system, like Benaloh’s, adds one
more page at the end, giving the voter the opportunity to
challenge or cast a vote. At this point, Benaloh prints a
paper commitment to the vote. V!"#B!$will similarly en-
crypt and publish the cast ballot before displaying this fi-
nal “challenge or cast” screen. If the voter chooses to cast
her vote, V!"#B!$ simply logs this choice and behaves
as one would expect, but if the voter, instead, chooses to
challenge V!"#B!$, it will publish the value for r that it
passed to the encryption function (defined in equation 1)
when it encrypted the ballot in question. Using equation
1 and this provided value of r, any party (including the
voter) can decrypt and verify the contents of the ballot
without knowing the decryption key. An illustration of
this sequence of events is in Figure 3.

In order to make this process immediate, we need a way
for voters (or voter advocates) to safely observe A%&'"!-
('%) tra!c and capture their own copy of the log. It is
only then that the voter will be able to check, in real time,
that V!"#B!$ recorded and encrypted her preferences cor-
rectly. To do this, we propose that the local network con-
structed at the polling place be connected to the public In-
ternet via a data diode [27], a physical device which will
guarantee that the information flow is one way. 4 This
connectivity will allow any interested party to watch the
polling location’s A%&'"!('%) tra!c in real time. In fact,
any party could provide a web interface, suitable for ac-
cess via smart phones, that could be used to see the voting
challenges and perform the necessary cryptography. This
arrangement is summarized in Figure 4. Additionally, on
the output side of the data diode, we could provide a stan-
dard Ethernet hub, allowing challengers to locally plug in
their own auditing equipment without relying on the elec-
tion authority’s network infrastructure. Because all A%&'-
"!('%) messages are digitally signed, there is no risk of
the challenger being able to forge these messages.

=   f c






“cast as intended”
the biggest challenge for DREs

how can the voter be sure the computer:

captured the voter’s choices faithfully,

encrypted the ballot correctly,

and broadcast it in the Auditorium?

unlike “counted as cast,” no amount of procedure 
or post facto auditing can correct this



ballot challenge
a technique due to Benaloh [EVT ’07]

at the end of the voting session:

1. force the machine to commit to the ballot it is 
about to cast

2. the voter chooses to cast the ballot 
or challenge the machine to reveal its 
commitment



ballot challenge
voter makes 
selections

voting machine 
commits publicly to 

voter’s choices

cast the ballot
challenge

• reveal commitment
• spoil ballot

voter’s
choice



in Benaloh’s proposal, this is a printed ballot behind 
an opaque shield

the computer cannot “un-print” the ballot

in VoteBox, this is an Auditorium broadcast message



an El Gamal encrypted counter can be decrypted with

the private decryption key, or

the random value r supplied at encryption time

       NB: we typically throw r away

challenge: “prove you encrypted the ballot faithfully”

to meet this challenge, VoteBox must reveal r

(by broadcasting it in AUDITORIUM)

how do we challenge?



polling place

voterchallengerobservers

“data
    diode”

tap uploader

I
N

T
E

R
N

E
T

challenge
center

commitments
& challenge
responses

internet
device

challenge
verification

results

OK



implementation 
notes



writing evil code
human factors research

VoteBox’s other customers: CHIL @ Rice

HF studies require behavior that should never be in 
a real voting machine

data collection

copious records of what the voter selected and when

malice

actually altering or omitting the voter’s own choices (!)



evil containment
original solution

two branches

functions named “EVIL”—grep the source

current implementation

code preprocessing—compile the evil in or out

#ifdef EVIL  (custom preprocessor)



other anecdotes
in the paper



conclusion



why?
lots of research on 
individual pieces
of the e-voting problem



VOTEBOX

integrates these techniques
in a single system

trustworthy
reliable

tamper-evident
verifiable
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